LexisNexis® Telematics OnDemand

Make better risk decisions
with Telematics OnDemand
Unlock the power of
connected car data at the
point of quote.

Quickly assess driver risk and
price with greater precision
using Telematics OnDemand
Telematics data derived from connected vehicles
can yield valuable driving behavior insights
that lead to improved customer acquisition and
retention. LexisNexis Telematics OnDemand
provides carriers with seamless, near real-time
delivery of actionable driving behavior attributes
to power better-informed, more efficient quoting
and underwriting.

Telematics OnDemand can help improve quoting
and underwriting by:
• G
 iving you immediate access to driver
behavior data for faster, more precise pricing
• S
 treamlining your workflow through single
point of entry access to relevant data
• A
 llowing you to create robust predictive
models to better serve consumers
With Telematics OnDemand, you’ll know more
about customers and prospects sooner so you can
more accurately assess risk, price with precision
and deliver a better customer experience.

LexisNexis® Telematics OnDemand
Using telematics based driving behavior and vehicle data, Telematics OnDemand provides normalized
connected car attributes to use in policy pricing, discounting, and underwriting – no monitoring
period required.

Features and benefits
Get immediate access to driving behavior data

Telematics data is available to you as early as point of quote.

Enjoy single point of entry convenience

Driving behavior attributes are delivered seamlessly via LexisNexis® Auto Data Prefill or standalone
system-to-system. The solution uses the same delivery mechanism as other LexisNexis auto insurancerelated solutions.

Please customers with a personalized experience

By incorporating detailed telematics-based insights into your quoting and underwriting processes, you
can offer customers pricing and policy options that better align with their driving habits.

Create predictive models with confidence

Underwriters and data analysts can take advantage of new, robust data sources to create or enhance
predictive risk models.

Gain peace of mind by working with a trusted solution provider

LexisNexis Risk Solutions is committed to regulatory compliance and helping carriers better
serve consumers.

For more information, call 800.458.9197 or email
insurance.sales@lexisnexisrisk.com

About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
LexisNexis® Risk Solutions harnesses the power of data and advanced analytics to provide insights that help businesses and governmental
entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. We provide data and technology solutions for a wide range
of industries including insurance, financial services, healthcare and government. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we have offices
throughout the world and are part of RELX (LSE: REL/NYSE: RELX), a global provider of information-based analytics and decision tools for
professional and business customers. For more information, please visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com and www.relx.com.
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